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NEW TEAM
MEMBERS

I've been working
here for two weeks
now, and everything
would be fine if it
weren't FANTASTIC!
But on more serious
note, wonderful
colleagues, supportive
atmosphere, and best
leaders. From now
Mondays aren't the
worst days of the
week. I'm very
thankful for this
opportunity.
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Administrator
Ieva

Sales Manager
 Justina

Joining the
SIGMARIS GROUP
was a well thought
out and, I believe,
the right decision.
The team is friendly
and professional.
There are many
opportunities to 
 grow professionally 
within the group  



The team of UAB Uolus is
contributing to the
construction of a factory
in Skelleftea, Sweden. The
largest crew of UAB
UOLUS have been
gathered for welding,
assembly and mounting of
stainless steel pipes and
installation of 
metal structures.
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Biggest crew to the plantBiggest crew to the plant
construction in Swedenconstruction in Sweden



PROJECTS05

Unstoppable UAB
GLOBALITA team

The COVID-19 situation did not preclude further
work in England. Technical insulation services
are performed for a new power plant in
Bedford.  

Despite two weeks spent in self-isolation, the
team of 30 scaffolders is continuing scaffolding
works at a pharmaceutical plant in Ulm,
Germany.

54 meters of scaffolds - only for 3 professionals
don't look like a problem. The project in
Rostock, Germany. 



PROJECT

The teams of UAB SIPRO and UAB SIFAB
united their power for one aim- to repair

the deck of the ship SYMPHONY SKY.
Preparation, production of the

replacement structure, dismantling of
the damaged deck and reassembly were

completed within a few days. After
successful and quick work, the
refurbished ship left the port.
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  Deck repair in 7 daysDeck repair in 7 days  



Ramp extensions to the port of Karsham in
Sweden are a project that requires
experience and professionalism. The biggest
challenges are 14 meters long and 3.2
meters wide construction, surface
preparation - the highest P3 class. 23 tons of
carbon steel have been used for the
implementation of the project. It is gratifying
that the UAB UOLUS team has joined UAB
SIPRO to carry out the work 
installation of ramps.
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23 tons of carbon steel



PROJECTS08

GS63 and GS46 
advertising in  Stockholm

Two aluminum boats were delivered to MTO
MARINE in Stockholm, Sweden.

For three months, the demo versions of the
GS63 and GS46 boats will represent the name of

UAB GLISERIS.
 



TIMELINE

2014
The group consisted of two
companies UAB SIGMARIS, UAB
BUSINESS CONNECT LT, and 2
people worked in the
administration. The main
activity was the provision of
marketing and sales services to
contractors in the industrial
sector. Office 25 sq. meters.2015

60 sq. meter office, 4-5 people
worked in the administration,
UAB UOLUS joins the group of
companies, additional
activities - metal assembly,
welding works, turnover in
2015. - EUR 150 K.

2016

2017
Office area 130 sq. M. Meters,
the administration consists of
11 people, the establishment
of  UAB SIGMETALIS, UAB
GLOBALITA joins, the group,
the start of the scaffolding
installation activities and own
production of metal
structures. 50 production
workers. Turnover - 5.7
million EUR.
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Turnover - EUR 1.25 million 10
production workers.



10 2018
Office space 250 sq. meters,
20 people in the
administration, 150
production workers, turnover
- 9.7 million EUR.

2019
560 sq. meters office, 33
people worked in the
administration, UAB GLISERIS
joined the group with
additional activities -
production of aluminum
boats; 320 production
workers, turnover 20.5 million
EUR.

2020
440 sq. meters of office
space, 31 people worked in
the administration, UAB
SIGMETALIS was transformed
into UAB SIPRO and
UAB SIFAB.
Turnover - 21 million EUR.



The aim of the SIGMARIS GROUP - to
provide significant input to the

development of the areas of the
industrial economy by improving the

image and quality of products and
services of Lithuanian 

origin corresponding to high 
international standards.

 
 

Taikos ave. - 48B
LT - 91213

Klapėda, Lietuva 

   info@sigmaris.lt+370 46 497956www.sigmaris.lt

 WE WISH YOU A WARM AND
JOYFUL EASTER!


